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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel, threshold-free robust

estimation framework capable of efficiently fitting models

to contaminated data. While RANSAC and its many vari-

ants have emerged as popular tools for robust estimation,

their performance is largely dependent on the availability

of a reasonable prior estimate of the inlier threshold. In

this work, we aim to remove this threshold dependency. We

build on the observation that models generated from uncon-

taminated minimal subsets are “consistent” in terms of the

behavior of their residuals, while contaminated models ex-

hibit uncorrelated behavior. By leveraging this observation,

we then develop a very simple, yet effective algorithm that

does not require apriori knowledge of either the scale of the

noise, or the fraction of uncontaminated points. The result-

ing estimator, RECON (REsidual CONsensus), is capable

of elegantly adapting to the contamination level of the data,

and shows excellent performance even at low inlier ratios

and high noise levels. We demonstrate the efficiency of our

framework on a variety of challenging estimation problems.

1. Introduction

A ubiquitous task in computer vision is that of estimating

the parameters of a model from data that may be contami-

nated with measurement noise and outliers. Random Sam-

ple Consensus (RANSAC) [12] is one of the most widely

used techniques for problems of this form. The basic algo-

rithm operates in a hypothesize-and-verify loop: minimal

subsets of points are repeatedly sampled from the data and

used to generate model hypotheses. Each model is subse-

quently scored based on its support, given by the number

of points whose error with respect to the model is less than

some fixed threshold. The goal in RANSAC is to return the

model that maximizes the cardinality of this support.

In addition to its remarkable simplicity, one compelling

reason for RANSAC’s widespread adoption is its ability to

tolerate large levels of data contamination. It is worth not-

ing, however, that the robustness of the algorithm is contin-

gent on an appropriate choice of inlier threshold (or, equiv-

alently, a priori knowledge of the variance of measurement
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Figure 1: [1-2] Two sparse 3D submodels obtained from a

structure-from-motion system. The two reconstructions are to be

merged into a common reference frame via a 3D similarity trans-

formation. Since the scale of each reconstruction is arbitrary, a

good choice of threshold is not obvious. [3] Merged reconstruc-

tion (best viewed in colour) obtained using our method, requiring

no prior knowledge of noise scale or inlier ratio.

noise). Since models are scored based on their support, it is

precisely this parameter that allows RANSAC to distinguish

between good and bad model fits. While it may indeed be

possible to often “guess” a reasonable threshold value, there

are applications (such as the alignment of 3D reconstuctions

with arbitrary scale), where this choice is much less obvi-

ous. In addition, it has been shown that if the chosen thresh-

old deviates significantly from the true value, RANSAC can

provide biased, or simply incorrect results [5].

In this work, we present a novel robust estimation frame-

work that is agnostic to the threshold parameter. Instead, the

algorithm we present is based on a simple observation: that

the residual errors for “good” models are in some way con-

sistent with each other. We show that it is possible to effi-

ciently identify this stable behaviour by exploiting residual

ordering information coupled with simple non-parametric

statistical tests. This leads to an very simple, yet effective,

algorithm whose performance over a range of noise levels

and inlier ratios is comparable to that of RANSAC, whilst
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completely eliminating the inlier threshold parameter.

To summarize the main contributions of this work: (1)

we develop a new framework for robust estimation, based

on the behaviour of residuals. (2) The method does not re-

quire an inlier threshold, or a worst-case assumption about

the level of data contamination. This is a strongly dis-

tinguishing characteristic compared to current techniques,

which require at least one of these assumptions to be made.

(3) The effectiveness of the framework is demonstrated on a

variety of challenging estimation problems covering a range

of inlier ratios, noise levels, and model complexities.

2. Related Work

Since the introduction of the original RANSAC algo-

rithm, a number of popular variants have emerged [9, 20,

7, 11, 13, 8, 21, 22, 19, 24]. Orthogonal to these advances,

there have also been attempts to develop robust estimators

capable of operating without a threshold parameter.

Since scoring models based on their support requires a

threshold, one possible approach is to to optimize a differ-

ent cost function. Least Median of Squares (LMedS) [23],

scores models based on their median error residual, return-

ing the model with lowest score. However, this breaks down

when the data consists of more than 50% outliers, since the

median residual is no longer informative. MINPRAN [26]

searches for a combination of model parameters and inliers

that are least likely to have occured by chance; however,

this assumes knowledge of the dynamic range of the outlier

data. MUSE [18] and ALKS [15] are related techniques that

minimize the kthorder statistics of the squared residuals. It

has been noted [28] that their ability to handle large outlier

ratios is limited. ASSC [28] uses a mean-shift algorithm to

detect modes in the residual distribution, using this to esti-

mate the noise scale. However, this can be computationally

expensive, particularly as the model complexity increases

[29]. It is worth noting that while many of the above tech-

niques have been evaluated for segmenting multiple struc-

tures from range data, it has been observed [27] that extend-

ing them to other estimation problems, such as multi-view

geometric relations, can be challenging. The recently pro-

posed StaRSaC algorithm [5] relaxes the requirement of a

fixed threshold, by exhaustively testing all choices in some

range. For each of T thresholds, RANSAC is executed K
times, and a value is chosen that shows minimum “variance

of parameters”. Even for reasonable values of T and K,

this quickly becomes computationally infeasible (e.g., test-

ing T = 30 thresholds with K = 30 requires almost three

orders of magnitude more computation than RANSAC).

The two recent approaches that are most similar in spirit

to ours are those of Zhang et al. [29] and Kernel-Fitting [3].

Both these works use the observation that for a given point,

the distribution of residuals with respect to a large set of ran-

domly generated models can be used to reveal whether the

point is an outlier or an inlier. In particular, the kernel-based

measure introduced in [3] has been shown to yield good re-

sults for the problem of fitting multiple structures to noisy

data [2, 4]. However, one limitation of these strategies is

their implicit reliance on sampling a “sufficient” number of

uncontaminated models. It is worth noting that models that

are contaminated carry no reliable information about the va-

lidity of a data point not contained in the minimal sample

itself. This is intuitive: the error of any inlier data point

to a bad model is arbitrary. Thus, it becomes imperative to

sample enough models for the distribution of residuals to be

sufficiently “informative”. We take a different view: instead

of the residual distributions of points, we observe the resid-

ual distributions of models. The intuition here is that two

uncontaminated models will be “alike” in some way, while

contaminated models will disagree in an unstructured way.

This results in a simpler, yet much more efficient algorithm.

Finally, we note that one fundamental advantage of our

technique compared to the methods discussed in this section

[23, 26, 18, 15, 28, 29, 3, 2, 4] is the ability to adaptively

stop evaluation. In standard RANSAC, the current best in-

lier count can be used to adaptively set the maximum num-

ber of trials. However, in the absence of a threshold, current

techniques either require knowledge of the inlier ratio, or

must run the algorithm under a worst-case assumption–in

other words, drawing enough samples to guarantee success

for the worst inlier ratio that could potentially occur in the

data. RECON does not have this limitation; we are able to

adapt “on-the-fly” to the level of data contamination, with-

out requiring any data-specific parameter tuning.

3. The Approach

3.1. Residual Consensus

The key idea behind RANSAC is that a model generated

from an uncontaminated minimal sample (i.e., containing

only inliers) will have larger support than a contaminated

model (generated from samples containing at least one out-

lier). Provided enough random samples have been drawn

to guarantee, with some confidence, that at least one of the

minimal samples is free from outliers, RANSAC will termi-

nate successfully, returning the corresponding model with

highest support. Observe that RANSAC uses the threshold

t to essentially distinguish between good and bad model es-

timates. In the absence of a threshold, however, it becomes

harder to make this distinction. Our technique is based on

the intuition that, near the true threshold value, uncontam-

inated models capture a stable set of points (i.e., the set of

inliers). On the other hand, contaminated models do not

demonstrate this consistent behaviour. In other words, look-

ing at the relationship between subsets of models can reveal

useful information about the validity of the models them-

selves. To formalize this intuition, we now inspect the be-

haviour of uncontaminated vs. contaminated models.

3.1.1 Uncontaminated models: Given an uncontaminated
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model and access to the true noise variance, it is always pos-

sible to compute a region containing a fixed fraction α of the

total number of inliers [14, 22]. To see why this is the case,

consider the typical assumption that the measurement er-

ror for inliers is Gaussian, with zero mean and variance σ2.

Let our estimate of the (a priori unknown) variance be σ̂2.

Under the Gaussian assumption, the squared point-model

errors between an inlier and the “true” model can be repre-

sented as a sum of m squared Gaussian variables, where m
is the codimension of the model – i.e., a chi-square distribu-

tion with m degrees of freedom. Thus, in order to recover

a fraction α of inliers, an appropriate threshold t can be

computed as t2 = χ−1

m (α)σ2, where χ−1

m (·) is the inverse

cumulative chi-square distribution. In other words, if our

estimated σ̂2 is close to the true σ2, then using the thresh-

old t for an uncontaminated model will result in a fraction α
(usually set to 0.95 or 0.99) of the inliers being found. For

the case of line fitting, this is shown in Fig. 2(a).

Note, however, that to be strictly correct, one must take

the uncertainty of the estimated models into account. Since

models are generated from noisy data points, this error

propagates to the model itself [9, 22]. As a consequence,

when using the “ideal” threshold, uncontaminated models

do not always capture a fixed fraction α of inliers. How-

ever, if we characterize the uncertainty of a model M via its

covariance matrix ΣM and explicitly perform error propaga-

tion, this can be remedied [22]. For instance, when fitting a

line, we can derive an expression for the covariance matrix

ΣL of the line [16]. To capture a fraction α of true inliers,

we now need to consider the α-percentile error envelope de-

fined by ΣL, which is in the form of a hyperbola (Fig. 2(b)).

From the discussion above, given that a fraction α of

the inliers can always be recovered for an uncontaminated

model, now consider a pair of uncontaminated models.

It can be seen that the expected fraction of total inliers in

the intersection of the two error envelopes is given by α2.

For typical values of α close to 1.0, note that this expected

fraction is close to α, implying that uncontaminated models

capture a stable set of points with respect to each other

(Fig. 2(c)). In other words, if σ̂2 ≈ σ2, uncontaminated

models will have a fraction ≈ α of their inliers in common.

We refer to these models as being α-consistent1.

3.1.2 Contaminated models: Assuming unstructured out-

liers, observe that models generated from contaminated

subsets have arbitrary parameters. Given our estimate of

the noise variance σ̂2, we can break down the behaviour of

contaminated models into two scenarios, based on the rela-

tionship between the estimated σ̂2, and the true σ2.

(1) σ̂2 ≤ σ2: First, assume σ̂2 = σ2. As before, we

can use the true noise variance to compute α-percentile

envelopes, but they now capture essentially arbitrary data

points (Fig. 2(d)). In particular, the probability of a pair of

1For simplicity, discussions of α-consistency will assume α = 0.99.

contaminated models being α-consistent (i.e., having sig-

nificant overlap in their inlier sets) tends to zero, since this

would amount to picking essentially the same minimal sam-

ple twice. To see this, assume that we have N data points,

with I inliers. The probability of picking an uncontami-

nated minimal sample of size s is given by

Pgood =

s−1
∏

i=0

I − i

N − i
≈ (I/N)s (1)

Now, assume we have generated a contaminated model.

Picking a second model that happens by chance to be con-

sistent with the first is governed by the probability

Pbad =
s−1
∏

i=0

I ′ − i

N − i
(2)

where I ′ is the number of points supporting the first “bad”

model. Assuming unstructured outliers, we have I ′ � I ,

implying that Pbad � Pgood. Note that exactly this same

reasoning holds for the case of σ̂2 < σ2.

(2) σ̂2 > σ2: The extent of the α-percentile envelopes

is governed by σ̂2. In particular, for σ̂2 � σ2, the com-

puted error envelopes might become so large that they in-

clude all data points. This leads trivially to α-consistency

for any pair of models, uncontaminated or otherwise, since

all points fall in the intersection. If no prior is available on

the potential values of σ̂, we must use additional constraints

to determine whether we have an overestimate of σ. We do

so by leveraging knowledge of the distribution of residuals.

Given two models M1 and M2 that are found to be α-

consistent, we know that there is significant overlap in their

inlier sets. Assuming that the size of this overlap is n,

we have two residual vectors R1 = {r1
1
, r1

2
, ..., r1n} and

R2 = {r2
1
, r2

2
, ..., r2n}, measured from each model to the n

points. Under typical assumptions, we know that the distri-

bution of inlier residuals from an uncontaminated model ap-

proximates a chi-square distribution. In other words, if M1

and M2 are uncontaminated and σ̂ ≈ σ, the vectors R1 and

R2 can be thought of as two independent random samples

drawn from a common underlying chi-square distribution.

On the other hand, when one or more of the models are con-

taminated and σ̂ � σ, the intersection will contain an arbi-

trary combination of inliers and outliers. Thus, a statistical

test that evaluates the similarity between distributions can

reveal useful information about the nature of the models.

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [1] and Anderson-Darling

(AD) [25] tests are statistical tools that may be used to com-

pare a sample with a reference distribution or to compare

two empirical samples. The KS test computes the statistic

Dn,n =
√

n/2 sup
x

|F1,n(x)− F2,n(x)| , (3)

where n is the number of points, F1,n(x) is an empirical

distribution function and F2,n(x) is either a reference dis-

tribution (one-sample KS test) or a second empirical distri-

bution function (two-sample KS test). We wish to test the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: (a) Error bound that captures α = 99% of true inliers with respect to a noise-free, uncontaminated model. Using the inverse

chi-square cdf, this gives t = 2.57σ. (b) Error envelope, following model covariance estimation, capturing α = 99% of the inliers for a

model generated from noisy inliers. (c) Overlap between two uncontaminated models, with a fraction ≈ α of their inliers in common (d)

Error envelopes for contaminated models, capturing random data points. (Figure best viewed in colour)

null hypothesis H0 that the two samples R1 and R2 are from

the same chi-square distribution. H0 is rejected at a level β
(typically 1% or 5%) if Dn,n > Cβ , where Cβ is the critical

value of the Kolmogorov distribution (for details, refer [1]).

In other words, if the residuals offer strong evidence against

the null hypothesis, the models can be discarded as invalid.

Summarizing the entire discussion thus far:

1. Given the true σ, the probability of contaminated mod-

els being α-consistent is vanishingly small.

2. Conversely, at the true σ, a pair of uncontaminated

models will be α-consistent.

3. If a pair of models is found to be α-consistent for some

σ, their inlier residuals must agree on a common un-

derlying chi-square distribution.

The above observations are important because they direct

us towards an algorithm for fitting models in the absence

of true scale. In brief: iterate over possible values of σ,

and pick the lowest σ that gives rise to a set of α-consistent

models whose residuals are statistically likely to correspond

to the same distribution. The algorithm is outlined in Alg 1.

In practice, note that we search for a set of K (= 3 in our

Algorithm 1 Iterative robust estimation via α-consistency

Repeat 1-3 until K mutually α-consistent models found

1. Hypothesis generation:

Hypothesize model Mi from random minimal sample

2. Model verification:

Compute and store the residuals of Mi to all data points

3. Test α-consistency

for all σ̂ in range (σmin...σmax) do

for all prior models Mj in {M1,M2...,Mi−1} do

Use σ̂ to compute error envelopes for Mi and Mj

if set of K pairwise α-consistent models found then

if inlier residuals pass the KS statistical test then

Return σ̂, models and set of inliers

experiments) mutually consistent models to provide robust-

ness to some degree of structure in the outliers. We have im-

plemented and tested the algorithm sketched above. While

our experiments verify the correctness of the approach, we

note that it has the drawback of being computationally ex-

pensive. The algorithm requires us to examine all possible σ
values and rigorously perform covariance estimation for all

models. In the context of these limitations, we now present

a practical algorithm that efficiently exploits residual order-

ing information to achieve the same results.

3.2. Efficient Residual Consensus

Given a model Mi, consider its residuals to all N data

points, Ri = {ri
1
, ri

2
, ..., riN}. Assume that for each model,

we sort the residuals to be in increasing order, and retain the

indices of the sorted points. In other words, we have a set

Si = {λi
1
, λi

2
, ..., λi

N}, representing a permutation of the

indices 1, 2, ..., N such that ri
λi

1

≤ ri
λi

2

≤ ... ≤ ri
λi

N

. We

define the partial overlap set Θi,j
n as

Θi,j
n = Si

1:n

⋂

Sj
1:n (4)

where i and j denote two models Mi and Mj and Si
1:n is the

subset containing the first n points of Si. We also define the

normalized partial overlap, θi,jn , to be the scalar quantity

θi,jn =
1

n
|Θi,j

n | (5)

This represents the number of common elements when con-

sidering the first n points, normalized by the subset size.

We finally define the expected fraction of common points

when considering a subset of size n, Eθn ,

Eθn = E[θi,jn ] =
1

n

n
∑

k=0

kp(|Θi,j
n | = k) (6)

One way to think about the index sets Si
1:n is the fol-

lowing. By choosing a subset of size n, we are implicitly

defining a threshold tin (and thus, some σ̂), and then select-

ing from the vector Ri, those points with ri < tin. The ap-

proach we take is based on the intuition that for uncontami-

nated models, inlier indices should loosely group together at

the front of set Si. On the other hand, contaminated models

should represent random permutations of the point indices.

We shall now look more closely at this behaviour.

1. Uncontaminated models: Given sorted index sets Si

and Sj for a pair of uncontaminated models, it is evi-

dent that inlier indices should appear towards the front of
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these sets (by definition, inliers are closer to uncontami-

nated models than outliers). Note that due to model noise,

the relative ordering of the inlier indices is arbitrary. How-

ever, as we consider progressively larger subsets Si
1:n and

Sj
1:n, this defines implicit thresholds tin and tjn . From Sec-

tion 3.1, we know that when both tin and tjn are near the true

threshold, the subsets Si
1:n and Sj

1:n each contain a signifi-

cant fraction α of the inliers. In other words, the normalized

overlap θi,jn should approach α2 near the true threshold.

2. Contaminated models: Given a pair of contaminated

models with arbitrary parameters, we do not expect to see

consistent structure when inspecting their residuals. In

other words, after sorting by residuals, the sets Si and Sj

for a pair of bad models are likely to be random permuta-

tions of the point indices 1, 2, ..., N . The probability that

the subset Si
1:n for model Mi, has k elements by chance in

common with the subset Sj
1:n can be derived as:

p(|Θi,j
n | = k) =

(

n

k

)(

N − n

n− k

)/(

N

n

)

(7)

Substituting into Eqn (6), this results in

Eθn = n/N (8)

In other words, the normalized overlap between two con-

taminated models approaches α2 only as n ≈ N . This

poses a question: how do we distinguish this case from

that of two good models where the inlier ratio is close to

100%? Some consideration will reveal that this ambigu-

ity corresponds exactly to the discussion in Sec. 3.1.2, of

the case σ̂ � σ where the error envelopes include essen-

tially all data points. Note that given a set of inlier residuals

{ri
1
, ri

2
, ..., rin}, a robust estimate of the noise variance may

be easily computed [23, 18, 27] as

σ̂ = C

√

median{rim
2
},wherem = 1, ..., n (9)

and C is a constant that makes σ̂ unbiased for a partic-

ular target distribution of residuals. For instance, C =
1.4286(1 + 5/(n − s)) for Gaussian distributed residuals,

where s is the minimal sample size. When a pair of bad

models is found to be α-consistent, the corresponding scale

estimate from Eqn. (9) is typically dramatically larger than

the true value. Thus, if a loose estimate (even up to an order

of magnitude) of the maximum possible scale is available,

it can be used to quickly discard bad model pairs. Alterna-

tively, the same KS statistical test from Section 3.1 can be

used to determine the validity of the residuals. Note that all

the above arguments hold when one of the two models is

bad; the probability of a random model producing the same

sorted indices as a good model is also given by Eqn. (7).

To empirically verify our analysis of the behaviour of

contaminated vs. uncontaminated models, we conducted

the following experiments. Synthetic data was generated

for three model-fitting examples: line, homography and 3D

similarity estimation. The inlier ratio in all cases was fixed

at 40% and N = 1000 points were generated. We then

plotted the normalized partial overlap θi,jn , between random

pairs of good models and bad models (Fig. 3). The follow-

ing observations are pertinent:

1. For pairs of uncontaminated models (top row in Fig. 3),

we observe that when n ≈ I (close to the true inlier ratio

of 40% in these experiments), the value of θi,jn approaches

α2. This supports our observation regarding α-consistency

scores for uncontaminated models.

2. For pairs of contaminated models (bottom row in Fig. 3),

it can be seen that there is close agreement between the the-

oretical and obtained plots. In particular, θi,jn ≈ α2 only for

n ≈ N , as predicted in Eqn (8). This validates the argument

that the residuals for contaminated models are unstructured.

3.3. RECON: Algorithm Description

The details of the Residual Consensus (RECON) algo-

rithm are presented in Algorithm 2. Some notes follow:

Algorithm 2 RECON: REsidual CONsensus

Repeat 1-3 until K consistent models found

1. Hypothesis generation:

Hypothesize model Mi from random minimal sample

2. Model verification:

Sort residuals, store sorted index set Si and residual set

3. Test α-consistency

for all prior models Mj in {M1,M2...,Mi−1} do

if Mi, Mj are α-consistent (θi,jn ≥ α2 for some n) then

if σ̂ < σmax (Eqn. 9) or KS test passed (Eqn. 3) then

Add to set of α-consistent models

if K mutually consistent models found then

Return set of K models and inliers

4. Refine to obtain final solution

Sort inliers by mean of their residuals to the K models

Generate M non-minimal models using PROSAC-based

sampling of the sorted inlier set

Recompute pairwise θi,jn , select minimum n that satisfies

θi,jn ≥ α2 for i, j ∈ 1, ...,M .

Re-estimate final model using the best inlier set.

1. As in Alg. 1, we look for K pairwise α-consistent mod-

els to provide robustness to structure in the outliers. In all

our experiments, setting K = 3 was sufficient in practice.

2. From a computational viewpoint, once enough sam-

ples have been drawn to rule out high inlier ratios (say,

ε > 90%), the residual test can be bypassed. This is be-

cause a bad model pair has θi,jn ≈ α2 only for n ≈ N (Eqn.

8), which implies that the resulting inlier ratio is close to

100%. If enough models are drawn to rule out this case, α-

consistent models with large n can be directly excluded.

3. For clarity, we have thus far deferred the issue that a small

number of outliers may satisfy our (implicit) threshold con-

straints, and be included in the overlap sets. In addition,

the index sets S1:n can be viewed as an approximation to
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Figure 3: (Left-Middle-Right) 2D-line, homography, 3D similarity transform estimation. (Top row) Normalized overlap θ
i,j
n , vs. subset

size n for pairs of uncontaminated models. Note that close to the true inlier ratio (40%), θi,jn ≈ α
2. . (Bottom Row) Normalized overlap

θ
i,j
n vs. n for random pairs of contaminated models. Also overlaid is the predicted value from Eqn. (8). Note that θi,jn ≈ α

2 as n ≈ N .

the covariance envelopes in Sec 3.1. The practical implica-

tion of these two points is that we sometimes overestimate

the inlier set. In other words, when θi,jn ≈ α2, we have

n > I , implying that we have included additional outliers.

Observe that the source of this problem is noise in the min-

imal sample. To mitigate this, we generate M non-minimal

samples (M = 20 in our experiments) from the returned

inlier set, using PROSAC-based non-uniform sampling [7]

(Step 4 in Alg. 2). Reestimating the overlap should now

result in n ≈ I , since we are explicitly compensating for

model noise. As will be shown in Sec. 4, this results in the

final set of inliers being very close to the ground truth.

4. An additional speedup is obtained by discarding mod-

els that violate certain basic checks (such as oriented con-

straints, for geometry estimation). As noted in [10], this can

result in upwards of 70-80% of the models being discarded.

This yields a much smaller core set of models that needs to

be checked (Step 3 in Alg. 2).

4. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate RECON’s performance for

a number of estimation problems. We stress that RECON

does not require an inlier threshold, or any model-specific

parameter tuning. The only required parameters are α and

K, which are set to 0.99 and 3 respectively, for all experi-

ments. Finally, note that RECON is able to adapt to the level

of data contamination, and does not require the generation

of an a priori fixed number of hypotheses.

4.1. Synthetic data:

We exhaustively evaluated the performance of RECON

on four estimation problems: 2D line, 3D plane, homogra-

phy (H), and fundamental matrix (F). The inlier ratio ε was

varied over a wide range [0.25-1.0], in steps of 0.05. For

the line and plane experiments, we generated points within a

square (resp., cube) of side 500, and added zero-mean Gaus-

sian noise to the inliers, with σ varying from 0.5-6.0. For the

H and F tests, we generated synthetic 2D correspondences,

varying σ from 0.5-4.0 (roughly the accuracy of current fea-

ture detectors [17]). For each (ε, σ) pair, the total number

of points was randomly chosen in the range [500, 2000].

Given the large number of parameter combinations

tested, we present a representative selection of the results,

noting briefly that RECON provided accurate results over

the entire test dataset. Table 1 provides a baseline com-

parison of RECON with RANSAC and LMedS, listing the

number of samples drawn (k) and the mean error (err),

averaged over 500 runs. RANSACF and LMedSF denote

“realistic” cases, where the algorithms are run using com-

monly chosen parameter values. We use σ = 1.0 to set the

RANSACF threshold, and simply use the median score in

LMedSF , with the number of trials computed using a 50%

inlier ratio. To denote the “ideal” case, we also run the al-

gorithms with true parameter values which, of course, are

typically unknown. For these cases, denoted by RANSACT

and LMedST , the RANSAC threshold is set using the true

σ, and LMedS is adapted to switch between the median or

the 25% lower quartile, depending on the true ε.

Perhaps the most important observation to be made from

the results is that RECON is able to provide results with

virtually the same accuracy as RANSACT and LMedST ,

while requiring no parameter tuning. In addition, when

RANSAC and LMedS are run with incorrect parameter val-

ues, their performance deteriorates significantly. An inter-

esting statistic to note from Table 1 is that the number of

trials for RECON is appreciably lower than for RANSAC,

even when RANSAC is run using the true threshold value.

Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the number of samples drawn

by RECON is significantly close to that predicted by the

standard RANSAC stopping criterion using a 95% confi-

dence level. This is not a coincidence: it can be shown [6]

that for a 95% confidence in the solution, three uncontami-

nated samples are drawn on average in RANSAC before the
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confidence in the solution is achieved. Since we look for

K = 3 consistent models, it is precisely these samples that

RECON finds. RANSAC has the opposite problem: since

noisy models have lower support, this means more samples

must be drawn to meet the stopping criterion [9].

Fig. 4(b) plots the fraction of true inliers found by RE-

CON. Note that in all cases, RECON returns close to 100%

of the true inliers, while RANSAC suffers, particularly for

higher noise levels. This relates to the discussion in Sec.

3.1.1. Using a fixed threshold with noisy models implies

that not all inliers will be found. On the other hand, since

we look for consistent sets of inliers, and do not impose a

fixed threshold, a higher fraction of true inliers is returned.

4.2. Real data

We also tested RECON’s performance on real data, for

four model fitting problems: homography, essential matrix,

fundamental matrix and 3D similarity. Since the ground

truth noise variance is unknown, we use the commonly

used setting of σ = 1.0 for the two-view estimation prob-

lems. Setting the threshold for the 3D similarity estima-

tion problem is much more difficult, since the submodels

are reconstructed up to an arbitrary scale. For this case,

the RANSAC threshold was determined using an exhaus-

tive trial-and-error approach. The results are presented in

Table 2. Note that the performance of RECON is compara-

ble to RANSAC, while requiring no threshold. Our imple-

mentation of RECON, though as yet unoptimized for speed,

has runtimes between 30 milliseconds and 2.5 seconds for

the experiments in Table 2, while the corresponding range

for RANSAC is 22ms–1.7s. RECON’s ability to adaptively

stop evaluation is especially favourable when contrasted

with current techniques that use either a pessimistic esti-

mate of the number of hypotheses (e.g., 10000 in [28]) or a

fixed time window (e.g., 60s in [4]).

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have developed a new, threshold-free

framework for robust estimation. In contrast to prior work,
we use consistency of models as a cue to detect model esti-
mates that are close to the true solution. We develop the the-
oretical framework, and then present a practical algorithm,
RECON, that can be used to efficiently perform robust es-
timation. The algorithm is very simple, easy to implement,
and effective in practice. RECON produces results of the
same quality as algorithms that specifically use fine-tuned
parameter estimates. An additional benefit of the flexible
consensus measure is the ability to elegantly adapt the num-
ber of samples drawn to the contamination level of the data.
In future work, we plan to address the effect of structured
outliers on the estimation results.
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[Left: Table 1] Results on synthetic data. The table lists the number of samples (k) and mean error (err) for each dataset and algorithm.

err is the mean error of ground truth inliers to the recovered model (perpendicular dist. for line and plane, symmetric transfer error for

H, Sampson error for F). RANSACT /LMedST refer to running the algorithms with ground truth parameters, while RANSACF /LMedSF

refer to fixed parameters. Note that RECON provides the same accuracy as RANSACT /LMedST , without any a priori knowledge of the

parameters. [Right] Plots for homography estimation with ε = 0.4. Fig 4(a) Number of samples vs. σ. Note that RECON is significantly

close to the theoretical estimate. Fig 4(b) Fraction of true inliers recovered vs. σ. RECON returns close to 100% of the inliers.

RANSAC RECON RANSAC RECON

Homography (H) Essential matrix (E)

a : N = 2450

k 66.5 ± 21 37.9 ± 7

g : N = 962

k 72.3 ± 25 58.9 ± 15

I 1344 ± 96 1663 ± 38 I 556 ± 21 598 ± 14

err 2.63 ± 0.53 2.62 ± 0.52 err 1.29 ± 0.61 1.25 ± 0.63

b : N = 495

k 588.3 ± 154 224.6 ± 43

h : N = 1110

k 108.2 ± 31 78.5 ± 19

I 153 ± 9 174 ± 3 I 602 ± 33 632 ± 25

err 2.59 ± 0.49 2.59 ± 0.46 err 0.69 ± 0.21 0.68 ± 0.23

c : N = 1967

k 256.6 ± 121 73.3 ± 22

i : N = 1207

k 1092.3 ± 312 407.4 ± 57

I 739 ± 52 995 ± 23 I 417 ± 41 465 ± 20

err 1.47 ± 0.45 1.47 ± 0.42 err 1.72 ± 0.77 1.72 ± 0.74

Fundamental matrix (F) 3D similarity

d : N = 2454

k 52.3 ± 26 39.1 ± 16

j : N = 4529

k 78.1 ± 25 59.9 ± 8

I 1854 ± 33 1897 ± 28 I 1640 ± 27 1887 ± 14

err 1.30 ± 0.85 1.31 ± 0.86 err 0.09 ± 2x10
−3

0.08 ± 1x10
−3

e : N = 930

k 11514.3 ± 2213 4065.2 ± 565

k : N = 1955

k 43.3 ± 12 31.1 ± 8

I 311 ± 8 341 ± 4 I 967 ± 36 982 ± 21

err 1.91 ± 0.72 1.88 ± 0.69 err 8.2x10−3
± 2x10

−4
6.7x10−3

± 5x10
−4

f : N = 838

k 148.8 ± 48 72.5 ± 23

l : N = 2549

k 140.8 ± 28 99.0 ± 12

I 520 ± 30 568 ± 18 I 825 ± 51 844±20

err 1.78 ± 0.83 1.8 ± 0.86 err 0.02 ± 3.1x10−3
0.02 ± 1.0x10−3

Table 2. Results on real data, for four estimation problems: homography (a-c), fundamental matrix (d-f), essential matrix (g-i) and 3D

similarity (j-l). The table lists the number of hypotheses generated (k), the number of inliers returned (I), the total number of points (N ),

and the mean error (err). err is the mean over inliers with respect to the returned model (symmetric transfer error for H and 3D similarity,

Sampson distance for F and E). Units are in pixels for H, F and E. Note that the error for 3D similarity is arbitrarily scaled. By using real

world measurements, the error in l was found to correspond to ≈ 8 cm.
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